We examine genetic statistics used in the study of structured populations. In a 1999 paper, Wakeley observed that the coalescent process associated with the finite island model can be decomposed into a scattering phase and a collecting phase. In this paper, we introduce a class of population structure models, which we refer to as G/KC models, that obey such a decomposition. In a large population, large sample limit we derive the distribution of the statistic F st for all G/KC models under the assumptions of strong or weak mutation. We show that in the large population, large sample limit the island and two dimensional stepping stone models are members of the G/KC class of models, thereby deriving the distributions of F st for these two well known models as a special case of a general formula. We show that our analysis of F st can be extended to an entire class of genetic statistics, and we use our approach to examine homozygosity measures. Our analysis uses coalescent based methods.
Introduction
Biological populations are often divided into subpopulations between which migration is restricted. Such populations, referred to as structured populations, have been an important area of population genetics research since the 1930s [31] . In application, various statistics based on genetic data are used in hypothesis testing to understand structured populations. An example of such a genetic statistic is F st . F st , which we define precisely below, is used to test for the presence of population structure and to estimate migration rates [27; 28; 32] .
The analysis of F st has a long history that reflects the history of population genetics. F st was introduced by Wright in the context of single locus, biallelic data [32] . Over time, F st was generalized to multiple loci, multiple allele data (e.g. [17; 27] ) and to sequence data (e.g. [13] ). Initially, Wright considered F st under the infinite island model for population structure. Over time, F st was analyzed under the finite island model (e.g. [19; 23] ), stepping stone models (e.g. [3] ), and some more general population structure models (e.g. [30] ). The method of analysis of F st moved from frequency based methods to coalescent methods (e.g. [2; 19; 22] ).
But today, the distribution of F st is still poorly understood. The distribution of F st is known only for the island model in the case of single locus, multiallelic data [11] . How the distribution of F st changes under different models of population structure and genetic data is not known. F st , in all its forms, is just one example of a general problem. We know very little about the distribution of genetic statistics under population structure, and what we know about these statistics is confined to very specific models. In application, this lack of knowledge has important consequences. First, since distributions are not known, the construction of confidence intervals can only be done through resampling techniques [26] . Second, since results are not generalizable beyond specific models, hypothesis tests assume a null hypothesis that includes a specific form of population structure. By including such assumptions the utility of hypothesis testing is severely limited [29] .
In this paper we address some of these issues by analyzing F st and other genetic statistics over a class of population structure models which we call G/KC models. G/KC models are limiting versions of models that obey the scattering-collecting phase decomposition introduced by Wakeley [25] . We consider a large population, large sample limit, thereby removing statistical variance and focusing on evolutionary variance (see [26] for a discussion of this issue). In this setting, we derive a formula for the distribution of F st for any G/KC model under the assumption of weak or strong mutation. We show that in the large population, large sample limit, the island and two-dimensional stepping stone models correspond to certain G/KC models, thereby deriving the distribution of F st for both the island and stepping stone models as a special case of the more general formula for G/KC models. We further show that our approach to the analysis of F st can be applied to a whole class of genetic statistics which we refer to as diversity measures and of which F st is an example. In proving our results we assume a haploid population of constant size under a Moran mating scheme.
Our analysis uses coalescent based methods, see [6] for a good introduction. With this in mind, we describe the island, stepping stone, and G/KC models by specifying their coalescent processes. We consider the island and two dimensional stepping stone models because of their central role in population genetics. Other models can be analyzed by our methods, see [15] for a whole class of such models.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce basic definitions that we need to present our results. In section 3 we present our results. In section 4 we apply our results in several different settings of practical interest. We discuss F st under a single locus, infinite allele model, under a mutilocus, biallelic model, and under an infinite sites model. We also use our results to compare homozygosity measures under the island and stepping stone models. Sections 5-7 contain the proofs of the theorems stated in section 3. Section 5 connects the G/KC coalescent to the island and stepping stone model coalescents, while sections 6 and 7 prove results concerning F st .
Diversity Measures and Coalescent Models
In this section we introduce some basic definitions. In subsection 2.1 we give a general definition for diversity measures and the diversity measure F st in particular. In subsection 2.2 we introduce the island and stepping stone model coalescent processes along with the Kingman coalescent. Finally in subsection 2.3 we introduce the G/KC coalescent.
Diversity Measures
We consider a population that is separated into D subpopulations. We refer to these subpopulations as demes. Each deme is composed of N individuals and the population size of each deme is fixed at N over all times. At time 0, we sample individuals from d demes. From each sampled deme we sample n individuals. So we sample nd individuals in all.
From each sampled individual we obtain a genetic state. Let S be the set of all mappings from N → [0, 1]. A genetic state ξ is an element of S . Set x gen k, j = genetic state of jth sampled individual in kth sampled deme.
(2.1) Then x gen k, j ∈ S and x gen k, j (i) ∈ {0, 1}. We say that G is a diversity measure if it is a bounded function of x gen k, j over k = 1, 2, . . . , d and j = 1, . . . , n that is symmetric in j for fixed k and symmetric in k for fixed j.
Let χ() be the indicator function (i.e. χ(true) = 1, χ(false) = 0). We introduce two specific diversity measures on which our technical analysis focuses: the homozygosity measures φ 0 ,φ 1 and F st . We use the definition and notation given by Nei in [17] .
Homozygosity Measures:
2)
3)
F st :
Coalescent Models
We model the evolution of a structured population by specifying a coalescent process. Coalescent processes are Markov jump processes. We start by defining the state space for these coalescent processes. We use the notation found in [12] .
F is the set of all individuals sampled from the population. Note that x k, j is simply an element of F serving to represent the jth sampled individual from the kth sampled deme as oppose to x gen k, j which represents genetic data. Let F k = n j=1 {x k, j }. F k is the set of individuals sampled from the kth sample deme. Let P be the set of partitions of F . A partition of F corresponds to a collection of disjoint sets E 1 , E 2 , . . . , E m such that m i=1 E i = F . We specify π ∈ P by π = {E 1 , E 2 , . . . , E m }, and refer to the E i as the blocks of π. Let P lab be the set of partitions of F in which each block is assigned a label from G . That is,
Intuitively, g i is the deme occupied by block E i . For π ∈ P lab we let |π| represent the number of blocks forming π. We define a coalescent process as a Markov process in which only two type of state jumps are possible.
1. A labeled block (E, a) may change to (E, a ′ ). This is a migration event.
2. Two blocks (E 1 , a) and (E 2 , a) may combine to form a single block (E 1 ∪ E 2 , a). This is a coalescent event.
We let Π(t) represent the state of a coalescent process at time t. So Π(t) ∈ P lab . The different coalescent processes are specified through their different transition probabilities. We first consider three standard coalescent processes: the Kingman coalescent, island model coalescent, and stepping stone model coalescent.
Kingman Coalescent:
We denote the Kingman coalescent by Π KC (t). In the Kingman coalescent we have D = 1 and so we can ignore the labels of the blocks. The jump rates of Π KC (t) are given by the following rule:
Two blocks {E i } and {E j } coalesce into {E i ∪ E j } at rate 1.
Island Model Coalescent:
We denote the island model coalescent by Π IM (t). In this model we set G = {1, 2, . . . , D}. The jump rates of Π IM (t) are given by the following rule:
m is the migration rate. The island model is a completely symmetric model, a migrant is equally likely to migrate to any deme.
Stepping Stone Coalescent:
We denote the stepping stone model coalescent by Π SS (t). In this model we let G be the lattice in Z 2 specified by [0, 1, 2, . . . ,W − 1] × [0, 2, . . . ,W − 1]. To make a connection to the island model case we set D = W 2 . We think of G as a torus. The neighbor demes of deme
where the arithmetic is modulo W . The jump rates of Π SS (t) are given by the following rules: 1. A block E i migrates from its current deme to a neighboring deme at rate In all the models we consider, genetic diversity is created by mutations. To model mutation, we assume that blocks experience mutations at rate µ. At t = 0, we set x gen k, j (i) = 0 for all k, j, i. We let e(t) be the mutation counter. That is, e(0) = 0 and every time a mutation occurs e(t) is incremented by 1. When a block, say E, mutates we set x gen k, j (e(t)) = 1 for every x k, j ∈ E. Often, in the case of the Kingman coalescent we will make the mutation rate explicit by writing Π KC (t, µ). For the island and stepping stone model coalescents we define θ = µND.
While diversity measures are defined as functions on the x gen k, j , the value of each x gen k, j is determined by the underlying coalescent. For this reason we write G(Π(t)) to mean G under the coalescent process Π(t).
The G/KC coalescent
In [25] , Wakeley pointed out that the dynamics of Π IM (t) can be decomposed into two phases: a scattering phase and a collecting phase. The scattering phase describes the initial phase of Π IM (t) in which blocks migrate away their start demes until every block occupies a separate deme. Then, in the collecting phase, blocks that occupy separate demes migrate to common demes and coalesce until a single block remains. As Wakeley pointed out, the collecting phase is well modeled by the Kingman coalescent.
We distill three key components of the scattering-collecting decomposition that can be applied in a more general setting than the island model.
1. During the scattering phase, no two blocks that contain individuals from separate sampled demes coalesce.
2. The scattering phase occurs on a much faster time scale then the collecting phase.
3. During the collecting phase, the coalescent is well described by the Kingman coalescent
We introduce a coalescent process that is a limiting version of these three requirements. We refer to this coalescent as the G/KC coalescent and denote it Π G/KC (t). Like Π KC (t), the blocks of Π G/KC (t) are not labeled. To define Π G/KC we specify a random partitioning of each F k . More precisely, we assume that
Since diversity measures are symmetric in the individuals forming each F k , we need only specify |E k, j |.
The random partitioning is then used to define the initial condition of the G/KC coalescent.
The dynamics of the G/KC coalescent are given by a Kingman coalescent with mutation rate r. That is, for some r > 0 Π G/KC (t) = Π KC (t; r) (2.8) Π G/KC is simply the Kingman coalescent run at mutation rate r with a random initial partitioning of the F k . The G/KC coalescent is specified by r and the distribution of
The G/KC coalescent is a limiting version of Wakeley's scattering-collecting decomposition. The scattering phase, which occurs on a fast time scale for Π IM (t), is instantaneous in Π G/KC (t) and is completely general in its distribution (hence the G in G/KC). The collecting phase, which occurs on a slower time scale, is described by the Kingman coalescent (hence the KC in G/KC).
To each G/KC coalescent we associate scattering probabilities. Let I, j 1 , . . . , j I be positive integers and set J = j 1 + j 2 + · · · + j I . Suppose we select J individuals from F k . Then Ξ( j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j I ) is the probability that the J individuals are partitioned into I sets of size j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j I by the blocks E k,1 , E k,2 , E k,B k . We refer to Ξ( j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j I ) as a scattering probability.
Results
We consider diversity measures in the large population, large sample (LPLS) limit which we write as lim LPLS and define as follows. In the LPLS limit we take N, D, n, d → ∞. The limit requires some further assumptions depending on the coalescent process we are considering. When we consider the island model, we set Γ = Nm and assume that Γ, θ are held fixed while 
converges, the limit of Ξ exists and we set Ξ →Ξ. Whenever we refer to a limit, we are considering the LPLS limit unless we specify otherwise.
Our first two results demonstrates that the analysis of diversity measures under the island or stepping stone model coalescents can be reduced to the analysis of diversity measures for G/KC coalescents. Define
and where the β j are i.i.d as Beta [1, 2Γ] . Then we have the following result.
Theorem 1 (Island Model Convergence)
. Let G be a diversity measure. Then,
where r = θ 1+2Γ 2Γ , B k → ∞, and for fixed J,
The next result characterizes the distribution of F st under a G/KC coalescent. We split into two cases. First, we consider the case of r → ∞, which we refer to as the strong mutation case.
Taking r → 0 corresponds to the assumption of weak mutation. In computing F st under weak mutation we may assume that exactly one mutation occurs in the G/KC coalescent. We assume that the mutation occurs when
The following theorem shows that when λ = 0, the distribution of F st in the weak mutation case is the same as that in the strong mutation case.
Theorem 4 (Weak Mutation Case
(3.6) If λ = 0, then the following results show that F st has a non-degenerate distribution.
Theorem 5 (Weak Mutation Case). Assume λ > 0 and κ = 0.
where X k are i. 
Applications
We now apply the results stated in section 3. In section 4.1 we examine the distribution of F st under a single locus, infinite allele model. In section 4.2 we examine F st under a multiple locus, biallelic model and under an infinite sites model. Finally in section 4.3, we consider homozygosity measures.
F st
F st as defined in (2.5) corresponds to a single locus, infinite allele model. In such a setting, the distribution of F st has been a subject of research for some time. The relation F st = 1 1+2Nm was originally proposed by Sewall Wright [32] . A quantity related to F st , which we label F * st , is defined by The first question is answered by Theorems 3-6 for populations that converge to G/KC coalescents. In the strong mutation case, F st will converge to a deterministic limit, while in the weak mutation case the distribution of F st can be computed and will depend on where in the coalescent the mutation occurs. Now we turn to the second question and consider F st for the stepping stone model. For completeness, we will also state the corresponding results for the island model. To compute LPLS limits of F st we need to computeΞ(k) for k ≥ 2. For the island mode,Ξ(k) is the probability that k individuals in a given deme all coalesce before a migration occurs. Simple Kingman coalescent arguments, see [6] , givē
where
Note that this givesΞ(2) = 1 1+α . Using (4.2) and (4.3) and Theorem 3 we can compute the LPLS limits of F st . For strong mutation we have the following result.
Proposition 1. Let θ → ∞. Then for the island model
while for the stepping stone model
The exact same result holds in the case of weak mutation when λ = 0. For λ > 0, we can numerically compute the distribution of F st . For instance, consider the case λ = 2. In
. For the island model B k → ∞, so κ = 0. For the stepping stone model, E [B k ] is finite and can be numerically computed using known formulas [24] (we find κ ≈ .388). Using Theorem 5 for the island model and Theorem 6 for the stepping stone model we can numerically compute the distribution of F st . The result is given in figure 1 in the case Γ = 1 for the island model and α = 2 for the stepping stone model. In this case the mean of 
Generalizations of F st
Today, genetic data rarely fits the single locus, infinite alleles assumption of the previous section. We examine two generalizations of F st . In [27] , Weir and Cockerham generalized F st to biallelic, multiple loci data. To model such data we let x gen k, j (i) represents the allelic state of locus i for the given individual. In [10; 13; 18] the authors consider F st generalized to sequence data. In this setting, we let x gen k, j represent a string of 0s and 1s. We start by considering biallelic, multiple loci data. We assume l loci and a single mutation on Π G/KC (t) for each locus.
φ 0 (i), φ 1 (i) are homozygosity measures for locus i, and we can use these measures to form an F st value for each locus. 
Alternatively, one might form a statistic by simply averaging the F st,i . That is,
Our analysis of F st allows us to prove the following result.
To see Proposition 2 first note that we may assume that Π G/KC (t) has exactly l mutations. Let the levels of these mutations be (2) and the result will follow. Let T k = inf{t : |Π G/KC (t)| = k}. Since mutations are distributed as a Poisson process we have
Well known results for the Kingman coalescent, see for example section 1.3.1 of [4] , give ∑
). Using these results and noting
This shows that for fixed l, we have (1) . In this case, with F ave st in mind, we have the following facts.
st , the following facts are relevant.
.
These three facts give
has lower variance than F ave st . Now we consider F st for sequence data. Various formulas exist for such a generalization, see [10] for a summary, but up to small variations all are given by the formula for F WC st given in (4.11) with l = ∞. This means, if we assume a fixed number of mutations, that our analysis from Proposition 2 holds and we have F WC st (Π G/KC (t)) →Ξ(2) for sequence data.
Homozygosity Measures
Homozygosity measures are commonly used to quantify genetic diversity. Previous work on homozygosity measures for subdivided populations has focused on computing means for φ 0,k and φ 1,k , e.g. [14; 16] . In this section we derive the distribution of φ 0,k under the infinite alleles model and the assumption of strong mutation. By the definition of the G/KC coalescent, at t = 0 the n individuals from sampled deme k are split into B k blocks of relative
If mutation is sufficiently strong, r ≫ 1, each of these blocks will experience a mutation prior to a coalescent event. In such a case, each of the B k blocks will have a different allelic state. This allows us to compute the distribution of φ 0,k .
For the case of the island model, Theorem 1 gives
For the case of the stepping stone model, let V j,i be exponential random variables with mean 1 that are independent over i, j for i = 1, 2, . . . and j = 1, . . . , i. Then, one can show (see [6] ) that 20) where h i , by equation 5.2 in [24] , is defined as
Under strong mutation, the LPLS limit distributions of φ 0,k for the island model and stepping stone model are given in figure 2. As in section 4.1, we take Γ = 1 for the island model case, and α = 2 in the stepping stone case. This gives, for both cases, E[φ 0,k ] = 1 3 . We note the similarity in the distribution of φ 0,k under the two models. Currently, there are many statistical tests for population subdivision, but we are not aware of any statistical test that addresses the type of subdivision. The similarity in homozygosity measures for the island model and stepping stone model suggests that any such test should not involve homozygosity measures.
Convergence to the G/KC coalescent
In this section we prove Theorems 1 and 2. To do this, we define a time T scat and show that the following conditions hold.
1. (Independence Condition) The probability that individuals from separate sampled demes coalesce before T scat goes to zero.
(Short Scattering Phase
Condition) The probability of a mutation before T scat goes to zero.
(KC Condition) After time T scat , the coalescent converges to a Kingman coalescent
After demonstrating these three condition, we determine the distribution of
. Lastly, we show that for both Theorem 1 and 2 the condition
To demonstrate the KC condition, we introduce the following notation. For a general coalescent process Π(t), let E 1 , E 2 , . . . , E k be the blocks forming
be the indices of the two blocks that coalesce at time T k−1 . If we specify some unique way of ordering the blocks E i (say by ordering E i based on some lexographic ordering of the x k, j ) then any diversity measure G will be a function of
, and Π(0).
We will use the following Lemma to prove the KC condition. 
Proof. Since mutation events are Poisson processes,
. We couple mutation events on Π(t) and Π KC (rt) for their respec-
as follows. Match the blocks k blocks in Π(t) with the k blocks in Π KC (t) in some arbitrary way. Apply mutations to each block according to a Poisson distribution with mean
. Now add more mutations to each block in Π(t) according to a Poisson
(if the quantity is negative, remove mutations).
If we add (or remove) mutations in this second step we say that a decoupling event has taken place. By (5.1) the probability of a decoupling event over all k goes to zero. So we have a coupling between the mutations on Π(t) and Π KC (t). Now we establish a coupling for U 1 ,U 2 . LetŨ 1 ,Ũ 2 be the U i corresponding to Π KC (t).
of these intervals are of size a and each of these intervals corresponds to a specific j, j ′ combination. We couple U i andŨ i as follows. We select a number uniformly on [0, 1]. If the number lands in one of the k(k − 1) intervals corresponding to some j, j ′ pair then we coalesce the same blocks in Π(t) as coalesce in Π KC (rt). Otherwise, if the number falls in the interval that does not correspond to a j, j ′ pair, we say a decoupling has occurred and we coalesce each process separately. (5.2) shows that over all k the probability of a decoupling goes to zero. So we have a coupling between the blocks that coalesce in Π(t) and those that coalesce in Π KC (rt).
The result now follows from the observation that G is bounded and depends only on the number of mutations in each block and the order in which the blocks coalesce.
Before proceeding we set some notation. For any coalescent
For Π IM (t) and Π SS (t), unless specified otherwise, we take
is the deme label g ∈ G corresponding to the kth sampled deme. Since the deme labels in Π KC (t) may be ignored, Π KC (0) is specified by |Π KC (0)|. We write Π (k)
We use Θ, and I to represent various probability events and integrals respectively. Within a given proof, Θ and I are consistently used, but their definition varies between proofs. We use C as an arbitrary constant that may change from line to line.
Island Model and G/KC
In this section we prove Theorem 1. Set
Lemma 5.2 (Independence Condition). Let Θ be the event in which two blocks from separate sampled demes coalesce before time T scat . Then,
Proof. A block migrates to a deme that is occupied by another block at a rate bounded by m D . So the probability of a block entering a deme occupied by another block before time T scat is bounded by
Summing this probability over all possible pairs gives the result.
Lemma 5.3 (Short Scattering Phase Condition).

E[number of mutation before
Proof. There are at most nd blocks in the time interval [0,
Before proving the KC condition, we show that each block of Π IM (T scat ) occupies a separate deme. We refer to π ∈ P lab as a scattered state if each block occupies a separate deme. We refer to π as a semi-scattered state if two blocks share the same deme while all other blocks are in separate demes.
Proof. We demonstrate that the following two facts hold in the LPLS limit.
• every block experiences at least one migration
• during [0, T scat ], blocks migrate to demes that are unoccupied by other blocks.
To see the first fact recall that blocks migrate at rate m. So the probability of a block not migrating away from its sample deme by time
To see the second fact we recall that blocks migrate to a deme occupied by another block at a rate m D . So the probability of migrating to an occupied deme is O(
). Summing these probabilities over all possible blocks shows that at time T scat every block is in a separate deme with probability O(
). Taking the LPLS limit finishes the proof.
Lemma 5.5 (KC condition)
Proof. Assume that Π(T k ) is in a scattered state. The process goes to a semi-scattered state at rate
Once the blocks are in a semi-scattered state, three events can occur. We specify the rates of these three events.
• the two blocks can coalesce (rate: 1 N ).
• the blocks can return to a scattered state. (rate :
• the blocks can enter a state that is neither a scattered state nor a semi-scattered state.
(rate: O(
. If the blocks return to a scattered state, the whole situation starts over. Let the event of entering a state that is not a scattered state nor a semi scattered state be Θ. A simple ratio shows
The blocks occupy a scattered state for time with mean ND Γk(k−1) . Once in a semi-scattered state, outside of the event Θ, the blocks either coalesce or return to a scattered state in time of order O(N), the probability of coalescing is
. Putting this all together and using (5.13) gives,
Plugging the above expression into (5.14), summing over k, and taking the LPLS limit gives (5.11). By the symmetry of the island model, if Π(T k ) is in a scattered state then
. By (5.13) and Lemma 5.4, the probability of Π(T k ) being in a scattered state over all k is bounded below by 1
. This gives (5.12).
Lemmas 5.2-5.5 proves (3.2) in Theorem 1. We are left to specify the distribution of Π IM,k (T scat ). As observed in [8; 21] , B k , b k,i are specified by the Ewens Sampling Formula [7] .
More precisely, the following theorem follows from a result of Hoppe [9] and our Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4.
Theorem 7 (Hoppe's Urn Theorem). Let ξ i be a Bernoulli random variable with success probability 2Γ 2Γ+i−1 . Assume that ξ 2 , ξ 3 , . . . , ξ n are independent. Then,
Using a theorem of Donnelly and Tavare [5] we have the following result.
Theorem 8. For fixed J,
where ϒ is defined as in Theorem 1.
Finally we note that using Lemma 7, a simple computation shows
. By our assumptions on the LPLS limit of a stepping stone model coalescent we have have not received the attention they deserve within the population genetics literature due to their theoretical complexity. We hope that by providing a different approach to the theory of [1; 2; 33], we will encourage researchers with more applied interests to use the theory. Below, wherever possible, we use the notation of Zahle et al.
Stepping Stone Model and G/KC
Let T 2 be a two dimensional torus of width W corresponding to the stepping stone model. In the stepping stone model we may think of the blocks in Π SS (t) as coalescing random walkers on T 2 moving with rate m. Given two random walkers on T 2 let T 0 be the first time the two walkers occupy the same deme. Let t 0 be the time at which the two walkers coalesce. From a technical perspective it is simpler to consider a single random walker moving at rate 2m than two random walkers moving at rate m. When we consider a single random walker we let T 0 be the time at which the random walker hits the origin (0, 0). To consider t 0 we let a coalescent event occur at rate 1 N when the walker is at the origin, then t 0 is the time at which a coalescent event occurs. We let P (w)
x (Θ) be the probability of an event Θ for a random walker starting in deme x and moving at rate w. We let p (w) s (x, y) be the probability that a random walker starting at x and moving at rate w will be in deme y at time s. Finally P x (Θ) = P (1) x (Θ) and p s (x, y) = p (1) s (x, y). Before proceeding, we state some technical results concerning random walks on T 2 . These results can be found in [1; 2], we refer the reader to those works for the proofs. Lemma 5.6. For t ≤ εW 2 logW ,
If s → ∞ and s < CW then
is the minimum distance between sampled demes.
Lemma 5.7 (Independence Condition).
Let Θ be the event in which two individuals from separate sampled demes coalesce before time T scat . Then,
Proof. We can consider a single random walk moving at rate 2m that starts at position x with |x| > ∆ sample . Let δ = 1 √ logW . We compute P (2m) x (T 0 < T scat ) by considering the last time the walker is at the origin and rescaling time by 2m:
Consider I 1 . Using (5.18) and (5.19) in the expression for I 1 gives, 
Considering all possible pairs finishes the proof.
Lemma 5.8 (Short Scattering Phase Condition).
P(mutation before T scat ) = O( nd logW
).
Before demonstrating the KC Condition we prove some preliminary lemmas. First, we show that at time T scat the blocks are far apart from one another. Define
Proof. Given two random walkers y 1 , y 2 starting at some arbitrary displacement x, by (5.22) we have
Considering all possible pairs gives the result.
For Lemmas 5.10-5.12 we set ∆t = ε( . For the sake of clarity we keep certain expressions in terms of ε. The results stated in Lemmas 5.10 and 5.11 can be found in [33] . 2πm . We will show that during a time interval ∆t, the probability of two blocks entering the same deme is approximately ε.
By the same argument as in Lemma 5.7 we have
We first show that I 1 has small contribution. Using (5.18), (5.20) , and (5.22) we arrive at, 
Putting (5.36), (5.37), and (5.38) together gives the result. We pause to note that if we consider ∆t − εW 2 log logW m we would have arrived at the same asymptotic result. That is, Proof. Recall, to compute P (2m) (0,0) (t 0 < ∆t) we consider a random walker moving at rate 2m, with the stipulation that when the random walker is at (0, 0) there is a coalescent event at rate 1 N . So we may characterize the behavior of the random walker through the random variables  H,t 1 ,t 2 , . . . ,t E , u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u E+1 where H is the number of excursions taken by the random walker away from zero before a coalescent event occurs. t 1 , . . . ,t H are the time spans of these excursions and u 0 , . . . , u E+1 are the time spans spent at the origin between excursions. H is geometric with success probability 1 1+2Nm . Each u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u E is an exponential random variables with mean of order N.
We first consider the distributions of the t i , clearly the t i are i.i.d. We distinguish between three types of excursions. Set K = logW and define 
In the following we ignore the time contributions of the u i . Including the u i does not change the argument much, the order of the error terms stay the same, and so we drop the u i for the sake of clarity. We first show that the probability of experiencing a Type II excursion before the coalescent event is small. The probability of a coalescent during any given visit to the origin is We now show that if no type II or III excursions occur then we coalesce with very high probability. Indeed, if no Type II or III excursions occurs then we will coalesce before time ∆t if we coalesce before there are KNm Type I excursions. The probability of not coalescing for KNm Type I excursions is
So up to errors of order log logW logW we can reduce the computation of P (0,0) (t 0 < ∆t) to the probability that a coalescent event occurs before a Type III excursion. Computing the relevant ratio then gives, 
Proof. We would like to combine Lemmas 5.10 and 5.11 to show that for |x| >
By using Lemmas 5.10 and 5.11 we have
A lower bound is provided by using (5.39) and (5.46):
This proves (5.49). Up to this point we have limited ourselves to interactions of two blocks. Now, however, we consider Π SS (0) ∈ Γ(k). First we compute P(Π SS (∆t) / ∈ Γ(k − 1) ∪ Γ(k)). There are two ways for this two occur. Either two blocks out of the k are within
have not coalesced at time ∆t or two coalescent events have occurred. We consider the first case. Let y 1 and y 2 be random walkers moving at rate m that start x units apart. Assume that if y 1 and y 2 enter the same deme then they immediately coalesce. Letȳ 1 ,ȳ 2 be independent random walkers that do not coalesce. Let Θ be the event in which y 1 and y 2 do not coalesce but are within W log(W ) 1 2 units of each other at time ∆t. We have the following bound,
To prove this inequality we use a coupling argument. Coupleȳ 1 to y 1 andȳ 2 to y 2 . By this we mean that the pairs move together. However, if y 1 and y 2 coalesce then we decouple the two pairs andȳ 1 andȳ 2 begin to move independently of y 1 and y 2 . No path in Θ will experience a decoupling, so the inequality follows. We now bound the right side of (5.52).
where we have used (5.21) to achieve the inequality directly above. Now we consider the possibility of two coalescent events during time ∆t. By the same methods as just described, we can show that if a single coalescent event occurs at some point in time ∆t, then with high probability all blocks will still be more than
units apart.
Then we repeat the argument and are able to show that the probability of two coalescent events is of order O(ε 2 ). So finally we have after allowing for all possible pair combinations,
From (5.49) the probability of a coalescent event between any two blocks is ε 1+α + εO(e 1 ), giving
where e = log logW √ logW .
(5.56)
If we consider coalescent events after time T scat we have,
This then gives,
Summing over j = 1, 2, . . . , k and then summing over k = 2, 3, . . . , Π SS (T scat ) gives
(5.59) Using (5.54) and (5.55) and the same argument as in Lemma 5.5 gives (5.48).
Lemmas 5.7-5.12 prove (3.4) in Theorem 2. Finally we characterize the distribution of Π SS,k (T scat ). The result stated in Lemma 5.13 is very similar to Theorem 3 in [33] , and our proof follows the methods introduced in Lemma 5.12, so we simply sketch the proof. Lemma 5.13.
Proof. We partition the interval [0, T scat ] by the points t k such that t k = W 2kρ where 0 < ρ < 1. We eventually select ρ to optimize our error terms. We will asymptotically compute the probability of a pair coalescing in the interval [t k ,t k+1 ]. Further, we will show that at the end of this time interval, the blocks are always separated by a significant distance. The first time interval, [0,t 1 ], is special as we start with n blocks all in the same deme.
To make all this precise, we introduce the following notation. If π ∈ P lab then π ∈ H (k) ρ ( j) if |π| = j and every pair of blocks in π is separated by a distance of a least
Then by the same techniques used in Lemmas 5.10 and 5.11 we can show that the probability of two blocks entering the same deme is approximately 1 k , and once two blocks are in the same deme, the probability of coalescing is approximately (1 + α kρ ) −1 . Since |Π(t k )| = j, we have the following results
For the interval [0,t 1 ] things are a bit different as we start with n blocks that all occupy the same deme. But in this case we can show the following
(5.62)
From the above computations, we note that up to vanishing error terms, each pair of blocks in Π(t k ) is equally likely to coalesce in [t k ,t k+1 ]. Now we can compute the probability of no coalescent event occurring up to time T scat .
This computation can be easily generalized to the probability of a coalescent event between any two time points in [0, T scat ]. The probabilities are recognized as precisely those of the coalescent probabilities of the Kingman coalescent run to time log 1+α α . The result then follows.
Finally we note that using Lemma 5.13 and standard Kingman coalescent results [6] we can show that
F st under Strong Mutation
In this section we prove Theorem 3. Recall
. The theorem will follow from two observations. First φ 1 → 0 and second, V [φ 0 ] → 0. More precisely the next two lemmas describe the behavior of φ 1 and φ 0 .
Proof. We start by considering simply
By the definition of a G/KC coalescent and the properties of a Kingman coalescent x k 1 ,1 and x k 2 ,1 coalesce at rate 1 while a mutation occurs at rate r. This gives,
Taking lim r→∞ finishes the proof. Now we show that φ 0 approaches a deterministic value.
Lemma 6.2.
Now we use a coupling argument introduced in [20] . We sketch the coupling argument and direct the reader to [20] for further details. Let Π(t) be a G/KC coalescent started with the following four individuals in separate blocks:
. Now define two G/KC coalescents Π * , ′ (t) and Π * , ′′ (t) started with the following individuals
respectively in separate blocks. We couple Π(t), Π * , ′ (t), Π * , ′′ (t) as follows. At the outset, the block contain each x is coupled to the correspondingly indexed x * . By this we mean that the two blocks experience the same coalescent, migration, and mutation events. If a block in Π(t) containing a k ′ indexed x coalesces with a block containing a k ′′ indexed x then we say that a decoupling has occurred. Once a decoupling occurs, the three coalesents evolve independently. Set
Observe further, if a mutation or coalescent event occurs before the decoupling coalescent event then I = 0. We have,
These two observations give
where we have used (6.3) to obtain the result directly above. Plugging (6.12) into (6.7) gives
If x 1,1 , x 1,2 occupy the same block in Π G/KC (0) then we will have x 1,1 = x 1,2 . Otherwise, by arguments given in Lemma 6.1 we will have, with limiting probability 1, x 1,1 = x 1,2 . It then follows by the definition ofΞ that
Finally, recalling that P( (2) . Taking lim r→∞ finishes the proof.
Since F st ∈ [0, 1], Theorem 3 is proved in a straightforward manner using Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2.
F st under Weak Mutation
The goal of this section is to prove Theorems 4-6. Recall that in the weak mutation setting we assume that there is a single mutation on Π G/KC (t). We assume that the mutation occurs when |Π G/KC (t)| = L. More precisely, we select a block E mut uniformly from Π G/KC (T L ) and mutate all individuals in E mut . Label the blocks of Π G/KC,k (0) as E k,1 , E k,2 , . . . , E k,B k . We refer to any x k, j ∈ E mut as a mutant.
Set
R k and R are the number of blocks in Π G/KC,k (0) and Π G/KC (0) respectively that contain mutants. Note that if a block at t = 0 contains a single mutant, then every individual in the block must be a mutant.
At t = 0, each F k is the disjoint union of B k blocks. Of these B k blocks, R k will contain mutants. We refer to these R k blocks as mutant blocks. By the symmetry of the G/KC coalescent, which it inherits from the Kingman coalescent, the mutant blocks are equally likely to be any subset of the B k blocks. Let σ (k, ·) be a random injective map from [1, . . . ,
is chosen from the uniform distribution of all such mappings. Now define
Simple algebra gives
We will often speak of the descendants of some block E ∈ Π G/KC (t). By this we mean all 
Some Preliminary Results
We first characterize the distributions of Then we have the following result.
Proof. Before proving the three cases we show that
d → 0 in the LPLS limit we have
We can then conclude
. . , j L be the number of descendants from each block in Π G/KC (T L ). A standard result, see for instance [6] , is
By symmetry we may set R = j 1 . Then elementary combinatorics gives
Now we consider the three cases stated in the lemma. For simplicity of notation let
. First take κ = 0, L → ∞. In this case since κ = 0 we have
where In the case κ = 0, lim LPLS L < ∞, we can use (7.9) to show that Z → W (L). Now consider the case κ > 0. Taking ε > 0,
Now expanding the binomials directly above and taking the LPLS limit gives that R − 1 goes to a geometric random variable with success probability κ. The lemma follows. 
(7.13)
Lemma 7.2. Let i be a positive integer with i
For k = k ′ and i, i ′ positive fixed integers,
Proof. We demonstrate (7.14) and (7.15) , the proof of (7.16) is similar. We choose R mutant blocks out of a total of B possible blocks. Each collection of R choices is equally likely, so we have
From the relation directly above one can show 18) and
These two relations give (7.14) and (7.15) respectively.
The following lemma will be used to control the error expression produced in Lemma 7.2.
From (7.14) we have
By our assumptions on h we have lim sup
We now write out the conditional expectation explicitly. Without loss of generality we take k = 1.
But now we note that by Lemma 7.1, P( RL B ∈ I ε h ) is asymptotically independent of B. So using (7.24) we have
We will need to compute the moments of products of b k, j . The following lemma shows that such moments can be expressed in terms of the scattering probabilities. In general we will be computing products of b k, j for uniformly selected j over 1, . . . , B k . To make this precise let I be a positive integer and let γ be a random element of A (I, B k ) under the uniform distribution. We have the following lemma. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is very similar to that of Lemma 7.3. The existence of a limit for P(I ε h ) allows us to remove the conditional dependence on I ε h .
p 1
Now we consider p 1 conditioned on I ε h .
Proof. Using the fact that R k , b k,σ (k, j) are independent when conditioned on B k , we have
Applying Lemma 7.4 with J = I = 1, noting Ξ(1) = 1, and then applying Lemma 7.2 leads to
Now if we condition both sides of the above equation with respect to I ε h and apply Lemma 7.3 we arrive at the statement of the proof.
Having computed the conditional mean of Lp 1 on I ε h , we now consider the conditional variance.
Using Lemma 7.4 gives,
. Plugging (7.38) into (7.37) and using Lemma 7.2 gives
where we have used the relationΞ(2)
to arrive at the final equality.
Now we turn to
Plugging (7.39) and (7.40) into (7.36) gives
Using (7.34) we can express the variance as follows,
We then condition on I ε h and use Lemmas 7.3 and 7.5 to arrive at
As we did in the previous section for p 1 , in this section we compute the mean and variance of p 2 .
The result then follows from (7.39).
Proof. We sketch the proof as it is very similar in technique to Lemmas 7.6 and 7.7. Using (7.16) it is not hard to show that for k = k ′ ,
Since asymptotically the A k are uncorrelated, the variance of Lp 2 reduces to the variance of LA 2 k . Ignoring error terms this gives,
From (7.39) we have (again ignoring error terms)
Using Lemmas 7.2 and 7.4 as we did in Lemma 7.7 gives
Plugging (7.48) and (7.49) into (7.47) gives
Limit of F st
We can now put together the results of sections 7.2 and 7.3 to demonstrate Theorems 4-6. We start by proving Theorem 4.
Theorem 4. We will consider F st conditioned on RL B ∈ I ε h as ε → 0. All the lemmas developed in sections 7.2 and 7.3 include the assumption that if κ = 0 and lim LPLS 
for these values of h. With this in mind, for the rest of this proof we assume that h does not take on these excluded values.
Rewriting (7.3) gives Proof. We have
Now note that by Lemmas 7.1 and 7.6,
Using this observation in (7.54) finishes the proof.
Before stating the next lemma we define the random variablesb(z) andŝ.ŝ is given by the following distribution. For i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , If we condition on B, p 1 and p 2 are specified by choosing R blocks out of the B possible blocks, where each subset of R is equally likely. Then we can specify p 1 through (recall the definition of A immediately after (7.3)) select g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g R . If each one is different, then we define f (h) = g h . If some g i = g i ′ , then we select f according to its (uniform) probability distribution. We would like to show that the probability of uncoupling goes to zero in the LPLS limit. Now we show that we may replace the R by Y . We restrict our attention to the case κ = 0 and consider p 1 only. The case κ = 0 is much simpler since R converges to a geometric distribution, and the analysis of p 2 is similar to that of p 1 . We first show that we can replace R by Y ′ = ⌈( 1 , p 2 ) . The arguments are almost identical to those we made in deriving (7.58) so we do not include them here.
P(uncoupling
We are finally ready to state and prove Theorems 5 and 6. Their proofs are very similar so we prove only Theorem 5. 
